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With the craft "hard cider" market growing rapidly, it's clear that drinkers are embracing this

refreshing alternative to beer. World's Best Ciders taps into that trend, presenting more than 500

ciders from both artisan makers and global brands. Featuring in-depth explanations and tasting

notes, it reveals all you need to know about the cider-making process, producers, and breweries

across the globe. Recipes for cider-based dishes complete this phenomenal guide..
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Pete Brown is one of Britain's most successful beer writers; he was awarded the Michael Jackson

British Beer Writer of the Year Award in 2010. He writes the UK's leading beer blog,

petebrown.blogspot.com. He has written three books: Man Walks into a Pub (Macmillan Publishers

Limited); Three Sheets to the Wind (Pan Macmillan); and Hops and Glory (Pan). He appears

regularly on TV, radio, and in print and currently writes two regular columns in brewing and pub

trade magazines in the UK and in the US.Ã‚Â Photographer Bill Bradshaw has been documenting

artisan cider makers for more than eight years and has an unrivaled knowledge of the people and

places around the globe that are key to cider. His cider images are on permanent display at the

Hereford Cider Museum and his writing has been published internationally in various journals,

including La Sidra, a prestigious Spanish magazine. You can view his images and travels on his

blog, iamcider.blogspot.com, or learn more about him at billbradshaw.com.uk



Pete Brown is one of BritainÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s leading beer writers with 5 Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â½ books under

his belt and Bill Bradshaw is a professional photographer who makes cider at home for fun. Bill has

also written a book on cider making. Together they have written a book on the enjoyment of cider.

They start with an introduction to cider and tour the world of cider, describing the different styles and

providing suggestions of each style. The book is beautifully photographed, informative and well

written.

Well written and contains lots of useful information.Explains the history and production of Cider as

well as discussing concepts such as terroir and tasting cider. The larger part of the book discusses

Cider production in various parts of the world and then reviews some of the best Ciders from these

places.I learned a lot and now better appreciate Cider.

This book is filled with beautiful pictures, really quite gorgeous to look through; the cider and cidery

information is detailed and comprehensive

Great technical details, but a nice read! A tour of the best across the globe - the people, the places,

the advertising, the ciders and what went into them. The writer's passion for cider comes through in

every chapter. Well done, Pete Brown!

Great book, read it in a couple of days. Photography was amazing and the layout kept me turning

the pages. Would recommend for anyone who is keen to learn about cider from the bottom up

Excellent

great

The book is informative, colorful, enjoyable and educational.It was used right away at a dinner party

where we served various ciders.
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